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Hawk Clean and Coat is a division of

Hawk RCC Pump

We have introduced the new Rotary Constant Cavity pump. With no sliding action to damage
the liquids being pumped, virtually no maintenance is required. The pump chamber’s shape
is similar to the rotor, allowing it to maintain a continuous contact point on the inner surface,
giving constant separation between the suction and delivery sides. The product passes
through the pump in a calm and even flow leaving its characteristics unaffected, whether
pumping solvents, food products (custard and yoghurt are not affected - no sheer), high
viscosity fluids (molasses or honey), or fruit chunks in jams. The low speed of the
rotation and large passages are particularly suitable for transferring large suspended
particles. They are solid and extremely simple, self priming, reversible, and have large
inlet and outlet ports with no valves or pump seals. This pump is made up of cast iron,
food grade bronze or stainless steel. The pump can be mounted as fixed installations, on
wheels or on vehicles. The capacity is strictly proportional to rotation speed. Models range
from 17 l/min to 2900 l/min at up to 9 bar. The maintenance is limited to eventual
replacement of shaft rings in case of leakage. It can be used in the food, oil and chemical,
textile, paint and printing industries.

HIgh Pressure Hose Boom
The new Hawk rotating high pressure hose boom swivels through 360° if mounted under the roof, or 180° if mounted to a vertical wall.
Made entirely from stainless steel and capable of handling very high pressures makes it useful for applications where a hose must be
kept off the floor. The most appealing feature is that the price is lower than currently available mild steel versions.

New Spray Boom
An interesting request for a sprayer
for golf course greens resulted in the
illustrated sprayboom. Folding up to
half it’s width makes it easy
to transport and store.
Powered by the Hawk
100liter power sprayer it can
be used for a variety of other
applications like bowling
greens and lawns.

Staff from Durban and Joburg at a sales conference held
at Harrismith. Well worth the effort!!

Don't forget to visit us
at hall 8, stand C10 at
one of Africas biggest
specialized mining,
construction, electrical
and industrial
exhibitions that will be
held at the Expo
Center, Nasrec,
Johannesburg from
the 11-15 September
2006.

“Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work”

Versatile, durable and affordable
high pressure piston pumps
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EV Series

Model
EV15/1000
EV19/800

L/min

Bar

Rpm

kW

Kg

15
19

1000
800

730
900

30
30

90
90

APPLICATIONS
Municipal Services

: vehicles for cleaning out sewers, bin washers, incineration plants, road washers.

Cellulose And Paper Industry

: washing of evaporators, tubes, film, machines, mixers

Food Industry

: washing of surfaces, container machines, moulds

Chemical Industry

: washing of surge tanks, heat exchangers, piping

Beverage Industry

: washing of containers, tanks, tubes

Military Sector

: washing of vehicles, tanks, surfaces

Public Transport

: washing of vehicles, radiators, filters

Cement Industry

: washing of machinery, equipment

Marble And Granite Industry

: washing of slabs, frames, machines

Glass, Ceramics, Porcelain Industry : washing of conveyor belts, machines, filters, descaling
Mines

: washing of filters, machines, conveyor belts

Civil Constructions

: washing of surfaces, facades, monuments, metal sheet, ducting test.

Dimensions
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